In Wittenborg’s opinion the well-being of employees depends upon how much attention a company pays to breaks during the working day.

Managers the world over focus on turnover figures and on end-of-year results. However, the coffee break is a significant factor in business success.

It’s common knowledge that a break clears your mind and allows you to return to your tasks with increased focus and energy. A coffee break at work enables you to refuel, to chat to colleagues, to unwind for a while: in fact, to enjoy your job.

Wittenborg’s main purpose is to help create refreshing coffee breaks, the kind that provide an oasis in the everyday working life. That’s why Wittenborg offers vending machines that deliver a large number of hot and cold drinks; from a cup of fresh brew or espresso coffee, freshbrew tea, frothy cappuccino or even a mug of thick, creamy hot chocolate.

Wittenborg is working non-stop to develop vending machines, which not only deliver delicious drinks, but which also look smart enough to adorn any environment - just as a classic piece of furniture or a beautiful painting would. And of course, all our machines are continuously updated in order to achieve the maximum energy efficiency.

The coffee breaks should be special moments – they are your chance to find inspiration and new ways of solving your everyday challenges.

So, don’t ever feel guilty about enjoying a top-quality drink at work. Breaks are meant to be enjoyed!
FB55
FB55 is a slender coffee machine, perfect for small offices or busy conference rooms where space is limited, but where refreshments are still required. FB55 can prepare coffee in cups and thermos jugs and it is very user-friendly.

- Slim table-top model with visible coffee canister
- Great freshbrew coffee, mocha and hot water for tea
- Drinks are easily selected at the touch of a button
- Perfect for offices and other places where self-service is preferred
- Available in black or silver
- Base cabinet and table plate available as accessories
- Free vend

Dimensions: H850*W380*D360mm
Available versions: FB

7100 Plus
The modern, elegant Wittenborg 7100 Plus range have a cool and classic look. The design is characterized by a capacitive keyboard, which is enhanced by subtle LED backlights, a visible coffee canister and a large, attractive poster. The machine delivers delicious freshbrew coffee, coffee from whole beans and a large number of mixed drinks, from café au lait and steamy hot chocolate to hot water for tea.

- Intuitive user interface featuring a back-lit, touch sensitive keyboard
- Freshbrew coffee, bean2cup or instant coffee and three additional instant canisters
- Instant version with five canisters
- User-friendly capacitive selection panel, with up 4 pre-selections and 23 direct selections
- Cold water - still or carbonated - is optional
- Base cabinet and table plate available as accessories
- Freevend and compatible with cashless and other payment systems

Dimensions: H870*W450*D475mm
Available versions: FB, B2C and IN
9100

9100 is the new generation of Wittenborg vending machines, a further leap forward in design and technology based on its hugely successful predecessor, the 7100 Plus. 9100 offers a wide spectrum of selections and choosing a drink is simplicity itself, thanks to the intuitive interface of the 10”HD touch screen, which visually guides the user.

LED lights in the visible coffee canister enhance the look of the fresh coffee beans, and a light in the cup area shows you exactly where to place your cup. 9100 delivers roast and ground coffee, coffee from whole beans and a large number of mixed drinks, from hot frothy cappuccino to creamy chocolate milk.

- An unlimited number of delicious drink choices available simply by touching the 10”HD touch screen
- Option of a split canister that allows you to offer both roast and ground and bean2cup at the same time - or even two types of whole beans
- The design of the screen can be customized to suit its location
- Personalized drinks can easily be ‘saved’ to the machine by customers
- User-friendly and energy efficient
- Cold water - still or carbonated - is an option
- Base cabinet and tableplate available as accessories
- Freevend and compatible with cashless and other payment systems

Dimensions: H870*W450*D525mm

7300

The 7300 is a fully-automatic hot drinks machine with a 300 cup capacity. The machine has an extra large coffee canister which holds 3 kg and it is ideally suited for various locations, such as offices, office kitchens; car dealers, reception areas and so on...

The 7300 uses cups dispensed by the machine but can also deliver coffee into the user’s own cup or mug. It can even deliver hot drinks in thermos jugs.

The machine has a dual coffee canister which may be used as a single canister (by removing the central separator)

- Large ingredient canisters mean fewer re-fills
- Large advertising area with 4-line red LCD display
- User-friendly selection panel with up to 4 pre-selections and 23 direct selections
- Uses cups dispensed by the machine or the customers personal cup/mug

Dimensions: H930*W540*D600mm
Available versions: FB
Wittenborg is a Danish company, which is a member of the N&W Group.
N&W was formed in 2000, following the amalgamation of two long-established vending companies, namely Wittenborg, (which was founded in 1924 and became a successful business, based predominantly in northern Europe), and the Italian company Necta, (which emerged in 1968 as a consequence of a decision by the Zanussi Group to launch a range of vending machines and coffee dispensers).
Since then, the SGL Group and ADE have been acquired and they too are now members of the N&W Group. Today, the N&W Group is the European market leader in the vending industry. This has been achieved by thinking internationally - but acting locally. It has to be that way: intimate knowledge of individual markets is a prerequisite for success. N&W reflects this, helping customers to achieve their objectives by customising both products and services, to address specific local requirements.
Innovation is part of N&W's DNA. That’s the reason why, year after year, N&W invests heavily in Research and Development. The R&D team consists of more than 100 employees and is dedicated to developing new technologies and to producing leading-edge products of the highest possible quality.

The Highest Quality Standards
N&W has obtained a Quality System in compliance with the standard ISO 9001 for the design and manufacture of electronic and electro-mechanical vending machines; Ho.Re.Ca. machines and OCS machines. This is a consequence of N&W’s focus on consumer safety. We are thoroughly testing products before they are launched and we constantly monitor the production process. Furthermore, N&W's products are certified to IMQ standards. The Italian Quality Trademark Institute ensures that N&W products comply with European regulations, thereby ensuring the safety and reliability of every product we produce.

Environmental focus
Concern for the environment is a commitment of ours at N&W and has been so for more than 20 years. We achieved ISO 14001 environmental certification in 1997 and that has urged us to continue striving to improve our results and to set new, even more ambitious environmental targets.